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Abstract

A scientific paper is traditionally prefaced by
an abstract that summarizes the paper. Recently,
research highlights that focus on the main find-
ings of the paper have emerged as a comple-
mentary summary in addition to an abstract.
However, highlights are not yet as common
as abstracts, and are absent in many papers.
In this paper, we aim to automatically gener-
ate research highlights using different sections
of a research paper as input. We investigate
whether the use of named entity recognition
on the input improves the quality of the gen-
erated highlights. In particular, we have used
two deep learning-based models: the first is
a pointer-generator network, and the second
augments the first model with coverage mech-
anism. We then augment each of the above
models with named entity recognition features.
The proposed method can be used to produce
highlights for papers with missing highlights.
Our experiments show that adding named entity
information improves the performance of the
deep learning-based summarizers in terms of
ROUGE, METEOR and BERTScore measures.

1 Introduction

Every research domain has an overabundance of
textual information, with new research articles pub-
lished on a daily basis. The number of scientific pa-
pers is increasing at an exponential rate (Bornmann
et al., 2021). According to reports, the number of
scientific articles roughly doubles every nine years
(Van Noorden, 2014). For a researcher, keeping
track of any research field is extremely difficult
even in a narrow sub-field. Nowadays, many pub-
lishers request authors to provide a bulleted list of
research highlights along with the abstract and the
full text. It can help the reader to quickly grasp the
main contributions of the paper.
Automatic text summarization is a process of short-
ening a document by creating a gist of it. It encap-
sulates the most important or relevant information

from the original text. Scientific papers are gener-
ally longer documents than news stories and have
a different discourse structure. Additionally, there
are less resources available on scholarly documents
to train text summarization systems. There are two
broad approaches used in automatic text summa-
rization (Luhn, 1958; Radev et al., 2002): Extrac-
tive summarization and abstractive summarization.
Extractive summarization generally copies whole
sentences from the input source text and combines
them into a summary, discarding irrelevant sen-
tences from the input (Jing and McKeown, 2000;
Knight and Marcu, 2002). But recent trends use
abstractive summarization which involves natural
language generation to produce novel words and
capture the salient information from the input text
(Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016). Our
aim is to generate research highlights from a re-
search paper using an abstractive approach. But an
abstractive summarizer using a generative model
like a pointer-generator network (See et al., 2017)
sometimes generates meaningless words in the out-
put. In particular, for named entities which are
multi-word strings, incorrect generation of a sin-
gle word within the string (e.g., suppose instead of
generating ‘artificial neural network’, it generates
‘artificial network’) may corrupt the meaning of the
whole entity and its parent sentence. So we propose
to perform named entity recognition (NER) on the
input and treat a named entity as a single token be-
fore the input passes through the summarizer. This
will avoid their fragmentation in the output.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1. We propose a mechanism to combine named
entity recognition with pointer-generator net-
works having coverage mechanism to auto-
matically generate research highlights, given
the abstract of a research paper. To the best of
our knowledge, this work is the first attempt
to use NER in pointer-generators with cover-
age mechanism (See et al., 2017) to generate
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research highlights.

2. We analyze the performance of generating re-
search highlights for the following different
input types: (a) the input is the abstract only,
(b) the input comprises the abstract and the
conclusion, (c) the input comprises the intro-
duction and the conclusion.

3. We evaluate the performance of the models
using ROUGE (Lin, 2004), METEOR (Baner-
jee and Lavie, 2005), and BERTScore (Zhang
et al., 2020b) metrics.

2 Literature survey

Early works on summarization of scientific articles
include (Kupiec et al., 1995) where an extractive
summarization technique is proposed and evalu-
ated on a small dataset of 188 scientific documents,
and (Teufel and Moens, 2002) which exploits the
rhetorical status of assertions to summarize scien-
tific articles. More recently, Lloret et al. (Lloret
et al., 2013) have developed a new corpus of com-
puter science papers from arXiv.org that con-
tains pairs of (Introduction, Abstract). An approach
proposed to generate abstracts from a research pa-
per using Multiple Timescale model of the Gated
Recurrent Unit (MTGRU) may be found in (Kim
et al., 2016). Surveys on summarization of schol-
arly documents appears in (Altmami and Menai,
2020), (El-Kassas et al., 2021). Generating re-
search highlights from scientific articles is not the
same as document summarization. A supervised
machine learning approach is proposed in (Collins
et al., 2017) to identify relevant highlights from the
full-text of a paper using a binary classifier. They
have also contributed a new benchmark dataset
containing author written research highlights for
more than 10,000 documents. All documents ad-
here to a consistent discourse structure. Instead of
a simple binary classification of sentences as high-
lights or not, (Cagliero and La Quatra, 2020) used
multivariate regression methods to select the top-
K most relevant sentences as research highlights.
(Hassel, 2003) proposed a method to use appro-
priate weight for the named entity tagger into the
SweSum summarizer for Swedish newspaper texts.
(Marek et al., 2021) proposed an extractive sum-
marization technique that determines a sentence’s
significance based on the density of named enti-
ties. (Rehman et al., 2021) used a pointer-generator
model with coverage (See et al., 2017) to gener-

ate research highlights from abstracts. The present
work, unlike the existing ones, uses NER to avoid
incorrect phrases from being generated by the de-
coder. Note that pretrained summarization models
like PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020a), T5 (Raffel
et al., 2019), and BART (Devlin et al., 2019) are
trained on generic texts. Fine-tuning them to a spe-
cific (e.g., scientific) domain requires large memory
and computational resources; in this context, this
paper provides a simpler alternative.

3 Methodology

We use a pointer-generator network (See et al.,
2017) as our baseline model. While the pointer-
generator model (See et al., 2017) first tokenizes a
document using Stanford CoreNLP tokenizer and
converts the tokens to word embeddings (trained
with the model), the method we propose here per-
forms NER on the input document and considers
a named entity as a single token when training the
model. We perform experiments with 4 variants:
(1) the original pointer-generator model proposed
in (See et al., 2017) (PGM), (2) pointer-generator
model integrating coverage mechanism (proposed
in (Tu et al., 2016)) (PGM + Cov), described in
the same work (See et al., 2017), (3) NER-based
pointer-generator model (NER + PGM), and (4)
NER-based pointer-generator model with coverage
mechanism (NER + PGM + Cov).

3.1 NER-based pointer-generator network
This model consists of an NER-based tokenizer
layer and a pointer-generator network. The NER-
based tokenizer layer converts the words in the
input document to a sequence of tokens, thus pre-
serving an entity name as a single token. In partic-
ular, it uses the named entity recognizer in spaCy1

However, we do not use entity types. We do not
use pretrained word embeddings as (Nallapati et al.,
2016) do; in our case token embeddings are learned
from scratch during training. Here, the main role of
NER is that instead of directly feeding the normal
tokens of the input document into the encoder, we
are passing the NER-based tokens.

4 Experimental setup

4.1 Data sets
We use the data sets published by Collins
et al. (Collins et al., 2017), which

1https://spacy.io/usage/
linguistic-features.

https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features.
https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features.
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Input Model Name ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L METEOR BERTScore

abstract
only

PGM 35.44 11.57 29.88 25.4 83.80
PGM + Cov 36.57 12.3 30.69 25.4 84.05
NER + PGM 35.88 12.78 33.21 29.14 86.02
NER + PGM + Cov 38.13 13.68 35.11 31.03 86.3

abstract +
conclusion

PGM 29.85 8.16 25.80 19.38 83.19
PGM + Cov 31.70 8.31 26.72 20.92 83.49
NER + PGM 35.12 12.37 32.37 28.34 86.08
NER + PGM + Cov 37.48 13.26 34.95 28.97 86.64

introduction
+
conclusion

PGM 29.78 7.47 25.15 19.25 83.05
PGM + Cov 31.63 7.65 26.25 20.24 83.32
NER + PGM 31.74 9.18 29.44 23.82 85.78
NER + PGM + Cov 34.24 9.82 31.92 25.36 86.1

Table 1: Evaluation of pointer-generator type models: F1-scores for ROUGE, METEOR and BERTScore on various
inputs from CSPubSumm dataset. All our ROUGE scores have a 95% confidence interval of at most ± 0.25 as
reported by the official ROUGE script.

contains URLs of 10147 computer sci-
ence publications from ScienceDirect
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/).
Title, abstract, author-written research highlights,
a list of keywords referenced by the authors,
introduction, related work, experiment, conclusion,
and other important subsections as found in typical
research papers are all included for each document.
In our setup, every example in this data set is
organised as follows: (abstract, author-written
research highlights, introduction, and conclusion).
We use 8116 examples for training, 1017 examples
for validation, and 1014 examples for testing.

4.2 Data processing

We have removed digits, punctuation, and special
characters from the documents and lowercased
the entire corpus. The retokenizer.merge
method of spaCy is used to tokenize and merge
several tokens into one single token based on the
named entities in the document. Instead of indi-
vidual tokens of “artificial", “neural", and “net-
work", we pass all the three tokens together as
a single token “artificial neural network" (refer-
enced as vocab index 17). The data set is then
reorganized in several ways to conduct various ex-
periments. We organize the data set as (abstract,
author-written research highlights), (abstract +
conclusion, author-written research highlights),
and (introduction + conclusion, author-written re-
search highlights) where ‘+’ denotes text concate-
nation. Since abstract and introduction usually em-
phasize the same aspects of the paper, we have not
included them together. In this data set, the average
abstract length is 186 tokens, while the average

author-written-highlight length is 52 tokens. When
we considered abstract and conclusion, the average
length was 643. When we considered introduc-
tion and conclusion, the average length was 1234.
Therefore in our model, we have set the maximum
number of input tokens to 400 when the abstract
is taken as the input. For all other cases, the max-
imum count of input tokens is set to 1500. In all
cases, the generated research highlights have a max-
imum token count of 100. We trained all models
on Tesla V100-SXM2-16GB Colab Pro+ that
supports GPU-based training. For all models, we
used two bidirectional LSTMs with cell size of 256,
word embeddings of dimension 128, and maximum
vocabulary size of 50K tokens. We considered gra-
dient clipping with a maximum gradient norm of
1.2. We use other hyperparameters as suggested by
(See et al., 2017).

4.3 Comparison with previous works
Table 2 compares the performance of our proposed
approach (NER + PGM + Cov) with other competi-
tive baselines in the literature, on the CSPubSumm
data set in terms of the ROUGE-L F1-score.

Model Name ROUGE-
L (F1)

LSTM (Collins et al., 2017) 29.50
GBR (Cagliero and La Quatra, 2020) 31.60
PGM + Cov + GloVe (Rehman et al.,
2021)

29.14

NER + PGM + Cov (ours) 35.11

Table 2: Comparison of ROUGE-L (F1-score) of the
proposed model with that of the other approaches.
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Author-written research highlights: This paper studies an image collection planning problem for a korean satellite kompsat
2( korea multi purpose satellite 2). We present a binary integer programming model for this problem in a multi orbit long
term planning environment. A heuristic solution approach based on the lagrangian relaxation and subgradient methods is
provided.
PGM: Image collection with 2 korea 2 image acquisition [UNK] of segment square lengths as well as well as

collection relaxation . Integer programming model exploiting lagrangian relaxation. Results of our computational experi-
ment based on the lagrangian relaxation and subgradient methods.
PGM + Cov: Image collection planning problem with a multi orbit multi purpose satellite 2
korea multi purpose. A binary integer programming model for a multi orbit long term plan-
ning. A heuristic solution approach based on the lagrangian relaxation and subgradient methods.
A heuristic solution approach based on the lagrangian relaxation and subgradient methods .

NER + PGM: We present a binary integer programming model for this image collection planning problem for
a korean satellite kompsat. We present a binary integer programming model for this problem in a multi or-
bit long term planning environment. Combining the lagrangian relaxation and subgradient methods using the
lagrangian relaxation and subgradient methods to solve the top problem.

NER + PGM + Cov: We present an image collection planning problem for a korean satellite kompsat. We present a
binary integer programming model for image collection planning. We show the heuristic approach based on the lagrangian
relaxation. We present the results on a multi orbit long term planning environment.

Figure 1: Input is only an abstract from CSPubSumm data set. Highlights produced by
each of the four models are shown. Input and author-written research highlights taken
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S037722171300307X

5 Results

5.1 Comparison of pointer-generator type
models

In this sub-section, we report the results of ex-
periments on the CSPubSumm data set for vari-
ous input types. Table 1 shows the F1-scores for
ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L, METEOR and
BERTScore metrics for various inputs from the test
dataset. Among the four models, the NER-based
pointer-generator network with coverage mecha-
nism achieves the highest ROUGE, METEOR and
BERTScore values. It appears that treating an en-
tity as a single token in the input helps to learn
better embeddings and results in more controlled
generation of the output, thereby reducing semanti-
cally invalid words and phrases. We aim to investi-
gate this aspect in future. The (NER + PGM + Cov)
model achieves the highest scores when the input
is the abstract, indicating that most of the findings
reported by the research highlights are already in
the abstract, and adding additional sections to the
input contributes to noise for the model.

5.2 Case study

Figure 1, 2 and 3 shows sample outputs gener-
ated by our models for various input types. In
all the case studies reported below, we highlight
examples of factual errors , repeating words and

correct named entities . Note that the NER-based
models correctly generate the named entities in the
output.

5.3 Manual evaluation
We selected a set of 25 papers, their author-written
highlights (A) and their highlights from only the
(NER + PGM + Cov) model (M). We recruited
16 human annotators (possessing or pursuing ad-
vanced degrees in software engineering at premier
universities in India) to independently rate a given
summary on a scale of 1(low) to 5(high) for ad-
equacy and fluency (separately). Each rater was
given the full text of a paper and either the author-
written or the machine-generated highlights of the
paper, but not told which one. Each summary was
rated independently by two raters. On fluency, the
average score for A was 4.02 and that for M was
3.3, while on adequacy, the average score for A
was 3.82 and that for M was 3.12. This shows
the machine-generated highlights are only slightly
worse than the human-written ones.

6 Conclusion

We applied four different deep neural models to
generate research highlights from a research paper.
The NER-based pointer-generator model with cov-
erage mechanism achieved the best performance
in all cases. In future, we intend to investigate in
detail why NER improves the generated highlights.
We also aim to ensure that the generated highlights
are correct in syntax and semantics.
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Author-written research highlights: We present a lightweight non parametric approach to generate
wrinkles for 3d facial modeling and animation. Our method represents a convenient approach for
generating plausible facial wrinkles with low cost. Our method enables the reconstruction of captured
expressions with wrinkles in real time.
PGM: We propose a non parametric facial modeling 3d face models from the 3d facial modeling .
Synthesize the 3d face expression model with 3d depth camera is considered. Propose a non parametric
face method to evaluate the performance of the 3d facial modeling . Method is provided to evaluate

the performance of the proposed approach with respect to the existing method.
PGM + Cov: We propose non parametric face acquisition 3d facial modeling models. Face expression
model is based on the texture synthesis of multiple subjects. Synthesis method guarantees to 3d face
face acquisition. One high quality 3d face model is studied.

NER + PGM: A novel synthesis method is proposed to enhance the wrinkles using a single low cost
kinect camera. The lightweight feature of the method is that it can generate plausible wrinkles using a
single low cost kinect camera and one high quality 3d face model with details as the example. User
specific expressions are used as blendshapes to capture facial animations in real time kinect camera
and one high quality 3d face model with details.
NER + PGM + Cov: We present a lightweight non parametric method to generate wrinkles for 3d
facial modeling and animation. The lightweight feature of the method is that it can generate plausible
wrinkles. Our method is low cost and convenient for common users.

Figure 2: Input is (abstract + conclusion) from CSPubSumm data set. Highlights produced
by each of the four models are shown. Input and author-written research highlights taken
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010448514001857

Author-written research highlights: We propose a novel parallel 3d delaunay meshing algorithm
for large scale simulations. The model information is kept during parallel triangulation process. A 3d
local non delaunay mesh repair algorithm is proposed. The meshing results can be very approaching to
the model boundary. The method can achieve high parallel performance and perfect scalability.
PGM: We propose a solid model boundary preserving method for large scale parallel 3d delaunay
meshing. Parallel 3d local mesh 3d delaunay meshing algorithm is proposed. Mesh reconstruction
is iteratively performed to meet both the mesh and the shared interfaces . Propose a parallel 3d local
mesh reconstruction algorithm to construct delaunay triangulation . Results show high performance
and perfect scalability.
PGM + Cov: A new semantic parallel algorithm is proposed for large scale parallel 3d delaunay mesh-
ing. Numerical local mesh is the sampling vertices for the problem 3d delaunay meshing. Propose

a parallel su based partitioning algorithm by solving the algorithm . Proposed algorithm is highly
parallelized to large scale sets and high quality partition walls.
NER + PGM: We propose a solid model boundary preserving method for
large scale 3d delaunay meshing. The 3d boundary representation model in-
formation is kept during the entire parallel 3d delaunay triangulation process.
The 3d boundary representation model information is kept during the entire parallel 3d delaunay

triangulation process . A parallel 3d local mesh optimization algorithm is presented. Experimental
results demonstrate high performance and perfect scalability.
NER + PGM + Cov: We propose a solid model boundary preserving method for large scale parallel
delaunay meshing. The 3d boundary representation model information is during the entire parallel
3d delaunay triangulation process. A parallel local mesh refinement algorithm to repair the non
delaunay mesh is proposed. A parallel 3d delaunay mesh refinement is presented. Experimental results
demonstrate scalability performance.

Figure 3: Input is (introduction + conclusion) from CSPubSumm data set. Highlights pro-
duced by each of the four models are shown. Input and author-written research highlights taken
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010448514001821
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